PHILIPS CLONE EXTENDER CARD
CARD01
Description: This Clone Extender Card is intended to be used on Card Model TV’s whenever there is a
need to use the Smart Loader RL5180 to program the set. It is not possible to use the
RL5180 Smart Loader to program a Card TV without using the Clone Extender Card
(CARD01). The RJ11 jack on the Card that originally came in the TV is not for using a
Smart Loader. This RJ11 jack is for DCM (Data Communication Module) applications.
This “bolt of lightning” indicates
uninsulated material within your unit
which may cause an electrical shock. For
the safety of everyone in your household,
please do not remove product covering.

CAUTION

t ATTENTION s

The “exclamation point” calls
attention to features for which you
should read the enclosed literature closely
to prevent operating and maintenance
problems.

WARNING:

TO PREVENT FIRE OR SHOCK HAZARD, DO NOT EXPOSE THIS EQUIPMENT
TO RAIN OR MOISTURE.

CAUTION:

To prevent electric shock, match wide blade of plug to wide slot, and fully insert.

ATTENTION:

Pour éviter les chocs électriques, introduire la lame la plus large de la fiche dans la
borne correspondante de la prise et pousser jusqu’au fond.

HOW TO USE THE CLONE EXTENDER CARD
1. Unplug the TV’s AC power cord from the power source.
2. The Card Door is located on the rear of the TV cabinet and slides over the antenna connector.
Remove the two screws that hold the Card Door to the TV cabinet. Remove the Card Door from the
back of the TV cabinet.
a. If a Card is in the TV, there is a wire that connects the TV Tuner and the Card. Disconnect
the wire from the Card. Remove the Card by sliding it backward toward the rear of the TV.
(The Card plugs into a 32 pin connector.)
b. If there is not a Card in the TV, go to the next step.
3. To install the Clone Extender Card: Turn the Card solder side up with the 32 pin connector facing
the Card slot opening.
CAUTION: THE CARD MUST BE PLUGGED IN SOLDER SIDE UP AND COMPONENT SIDE
DOWN.
4. Slide the Card into the opening, (use the slots on the left and right of the opening to guide the Card
in) attaching it to the 32 pin connector inside the TV. Plug the TV’s AC power cord into the power
source.
5. Plug RL5180 Smart Loader into the 6 pin connector (RJ11) on the Clone Extender Card. Follow the
instructions supplied with the RL5180 Smart Loader to program the TV. When the Smart Loader
operation is completed, unplug the TV from the AC power source and replace the original Card and
Card Door cover. Ensure the TV operation is normal.
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